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Problem 5.1 – SU(2) and rotations (10 points)

You have often worked with the Zeeman Hamiltonian for a spin W = �µs� ·B where
µs is the spin magnetic moment and � the vector of Pauli matrices. But how can one
show that this is actually a scalar quantity or in other words, why is � a “vector”?
The reason is made explicit in this exercise.

(1) When we rotate the system such that the magnetic field vector is transformed
according to

B 7! B0
= RB (5.1)

(what kind of matrix is R?), one also has to modify the spin’s wave function (what
kind of object is  ?)

 7!  
0
= S  (5.2)

This modifies for example the expectation value of W into

h |W | i 7! h 0|W 0| 0i = h |S†
W

0
S| i = h |S†�S · RB| i (5.3)

Show that the transformation leaves this expectation value invariant if the “spin
transformation” S has the property S

†�S = R� . Written out in components, this
means S†

�iS =
P

j Rij�j . The statement that the Pauli matrices form a vector means
precisely this property. In the following, we show how to construct the transforma-
tion S so that this will be the case.

(2) Show that the conjugation of the “scalar products” � ·a, � ·b . . . with a unitary
matrix S has the following properties

(a) If � · a is hermitean, then S
†
(� · a)S is also hermitean; this is in particular the

case when a is a real vector.

(b) the construction (a,b) = 1
2 tr[(� · a)(� · b)] is a bilinear form that is invariant

under the mapping (� · a) 7! S
†
(� · a)S (applied to both a and b). It coincides

in value with the usual scalar product between real 3-dimensional vectors.
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(c) Because we deal with Pauli matrices, any hermitean 2⇥ 2 matrix M with trace
zero can be represented in the form M = � · m with mi =

1
2 tr[�iM ]. (This

provides the inverse to the map m 7! M = � ·m.)

(d) Conclude that the sequence of maps a 7! � ·a 7! S
†
(� ·a)S 7! 1

2 tr[�S
†
(� ·a)S]

preserves the standard scalar product a · b and is linear. It must therefore be
represented by an orthogonal matrix R. Show that the matrices S and �S both
correspond to the same rotation.1

Warning. Do not try to evaluate the scalar product between the images a0 = 1
2 tr[�S

†(� · a)S]
and b0. Rather use the scalar product property of item (b).

(3) To construct S, we try the following form S = exp(i! · �) with a real 3-
dimensional vector !. Show that conjugation leaves !·� invariant: S†

(!·�)S = !·�
and conclude that S is represented by a rotation around the axis !.

(4) In the following, we specialise to a spin transformation ! · � = !�z that
corresponds to a rotation around the z-axis. To determine the rotation angle, use the
formulas (better check the signs in Eq.(5.5))

exp(i!�z) = cos! + i�z sin! (5.4)

�z�x = i�y , �z�y = �i�x (5.5)

to show that

S
†
�xS = �x cos ✓ + �y sin ✓

S
†
�yS = ��x sin ✓ + �y cos ✓ (5.6)

and find the link between ✓ and !.

Problem 5.2 – Boosting Weyl neutrinos and photons (10 points)

Weyl neutrinos are massless spin-12 particles that obey the wave equation

(@t + c� ·r) = 0 (5.7)

(1) Show that (@t � c� ·r) (@t + c� ·r) = @
2
t � c

2r2 and conclude that Weyl neu-
trinos are indeed massless (dispersion relation E = cp).

1This is why the group SU(2) in which the S live, is called the “covering group” of the group SO(3)
formed by the rotation matrices R.
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(2) Under a Lorentz transformation, the wave function of the Weyl neutrino trans-
forms according to a rule that is often written in the form (x = (t,x) is a condensed
form for the 4-dimensional space time coordinate)

 (x) 7!  
0
(x

0
) = S (x) (5.8)

where x
0
= ⇤x is the Lorentz transformation in space time. Show that from a math-

ematical viewpoint, this rule corresponds to the following map between functions

 : x 7!  (x) ,  
0
: x 7! S (⇤

�1
x) (5.9)

For a boost along the z-axis (velocity v = c� and � = 1/
p
1� �2), we therefore have

(check the sign of the term with �)

@t 7! S (�@t + v�@z) (5.10)

and a similar expression for the image of @z .
(3) The Weyl wave equation (5.7) shows a more symmetric behaviour when we

take the wave function  (x) to be a two-component “spinor” that transforms accord-
ing to the non-unitary matrix (↵ is a real-valued parameter for a boost along the
z-axis)

S = exp(�↵�z) = cosh↵� �z sinh↵ (5.11)

Show that

S
†
S = cosh(2↵)� �z sinh(2↵)

S
†
�zS = � sinh(2↵) + �z cosh(2↵) (5.12)

and S
†
�iS = �i for i = x, y. Compare to Eqs.(5.6) and comment. Match the parame-

ters ↵ and � so that the expectation value  †
(i@t+ic� ·r) transforms in a covariant

way, i.e., it takes the same form after a Lorentz transformation.
(4) The Maxwell equations in vacuum can be written in the following form (we

choose units with c = 1):

@tB = �r⇥ E

@tE = r⇥B (5.13)

Combine this into one equation for the so-called “Riemann–Silberstein vector” F =

E+ iB. Look up the Lorentz transformation of the fields E and B (you may consider
a boost along the z-axis) and write down the transformation of the vector F, consid-
ering separately the z-component (along the boost direction) and in the xy-plane.

(5) [5 Bonus Points:] Analyse the transformation properties of the wave equation
for F (where also the derivatives (@t,r) transform like a 4-vector).
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